
So! You’ve made it all the way to year 6!  

Our class is Meteor Class and I am Ms Blacklock.  

The year 6 teaching assistant is Mrs Vujic and she will be 

working in both classes.  

We are looking forward to having you in the class and 

moving forwards with some exciting learning. We work 

hard at making the curriculum and each individual lesson 

fun, interesting and inspiring and we are hoping to 

inspire you to achieve your very best this year. 

 It’s been a funny old year so far and there might be a little bit of maths and grammar to catch up on 

and a few tricky spellings to polish up but there are 3 great Creative Learning Journeys to 

experience; 

Go with the Flow – based around Kensuke’s Kingdom and Wreck of the Zanzibar (Michael 

Morpurgo). A journey that travels through water in different ways; looking at oceans, rivers and 

sustainability and experimenting with the qualities and properties of water in science. 

Combat and Conflict – based around Private Peaceful and Goodnight Mr Tom (Morpurgo and 

Michelle Magorian). This journey takes us through the battlefields of WW1 and the blitz of WW2. 

Survival of the Fittest – a scientific and historical journey through life, variation, different species, 

ecology and inheritance. 

In year 6 we work hard and play hard too – enjoying some great PE and Drama opportunities – think 

about joining in with the Shakespeare Experience and trying out for school teams. Hopefully our 

annual residential trip to PGL (Marchants Hill) will also be restored. 

The homework is regular, organised and expected from everyone – so that we can all achieve our 

very best this year. 

We are hoping to send home a little pack to get you started over the summer holiday and so that we 

can get to know you quickly. 

Looking forward to working with you in September ! 


